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Electric-field-induced layer buckling in chiral smectic-A liquid crystals

R. E. Geer,1,* S. J. Singer,2 J. V. Selinger,1 B. R. Ratna,1 and R. Shashidhar1
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X-ray-scattering data from chiral smectic-A liquid crystals under an applied electric field have been analyzed
to investigate the layer-buckling instability. A quantitative description of the scattering data at all values of the
field is obtained via calculation of the minimal-energy layer displacement profiles determined from the con-
tinuum smectic free energy. From this analysis the real-space layer-buckling profiles are determined, revealing
a sinusoid to soliton evolution with increasing field.@S1063-651X~98!12303-6#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Eb, 61.30.Jf
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Layered systems subjected to dilative strain along
modulation axis can develop a second modulation perp
dicular to the original layer normal. This ‘‘buckling’’ brings
the local layer spacing closer to its equilibrium value in t
absence of any mechanism for injecting new layers. La
buckling has been observed in many systems. It can be
duced by temperature variation or magnetic fields in m
netic garnet films@1#, by a dilative strain in homeotropically
aligned smectic-A (SmA) liquid crystals @2#, and by
temperature-induced molecular tilting in planar-align
smectic-C* (SmC* ) liquid crystals@3#. More recently, sub-
stantial efforts have focused on chiral SmA* systems in
which an electric field in the plane of the smectic laye
induces a molecular tilt~the electroclinic effect@4#!, thus
reducing the equilibrium layer spacing and producing a d
tive strain. This strain leads to a buckling of the layers and
in-plane modulation of the director, which affects the optic
properties of the material@5#. Since these materials have re
potential in fast-switching, gray-scale optical devices,
formation of an in-plane modulation is of significant scie
tific and practical interest@6–8#.

In this paper we present the results of synchrotron x-
scattering measurements on a SmA* liquid crystal exhibiting
a large electroclinic effect and a pronounced electric-fie
induced layer buckling. Analysis of the x-ray data reveals
evolution from a sinusoidal layer profile to a zigzag or so
ton profile as the field is increased. We quantitatively d
scribe this evolution on the basis of a continuum elas
theory for a smectic liquid crystal under dilative strain. E
cellent agreement is obtained between theory and experim
for all values of the field.

The liquid-crystalline material under investigatio
KN125 @7,9#, consists of chiral, thermotropic mesogens w
a negative dielectric anisotropy. It is confined between t
indium tin oxide~ITO! coated glass plates with rubbed pol
imide surface layers~EHC Ltd. Japan! that induce planar
alignment of the smectic director@schematically depicted in
Fig. 1~a!#. The cell thickness is 2mm and the ITO electrode
extend over a 16-mm2 area. Initial alignment of the smecti
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director is obtained by slowly cooling the sample through
isotropic-SmA phase transition~78 °C! in the presence of a
small ~1 V/mm! ac electric field. All x-ray-scattering mea
surements were performed at 4560.05 °C at beam line X-
23B at the National Synchrotron Light Source. The measu
ments were taken as a function of electric field with a 10-
square wave.~An ac field was used in order to avoid degr

w

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of layer buckling in a liquid-crystal ce
~dotted lines refer to glass cell walls!. X-ray x andu scans rotate the
cell about they andx axes, respectively. As an electric fieldE is
applied, the equilibrium layer spacing is reduced, resulting in
distortion of the layers along thex axis. For high fields, the distor
tion has the zigzag or soliton form shown.~b! x scans across the
Bragg reflection atE51 V/mm ~open circles! and E514 V/mm
~open triangles!. The peak splitting at high fields indicates the pre
ence of a soliton distortion. Inset:u scan across the Bragg reflectio
at E51 V/mm. No splitting is evident at this or any field, confirm
ing that the smectic director lies in thexz plane. This peak narrows
slightly at higher fields. The units of scattering intensity are sc
tered photons per 105 incident ~or monitor! counts.
3059 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. ~a!–~f! x dependence of scattered x rays~open circles! at the Bragg reflection atE51, 2, 4, 7, 10, and 14 V/mm, respectively.
The evolution of the peak separation is clearly evident. Solid lines represent best fits to the model described in the text. Agreeme
good for all values ofE.
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dation of the sample; the results are independent of
quency for frequencies much less than the inverse resp
time of the liquid crystal.! The scattering geometry has be
described in detail elsewhere@7#. X-ray scan directions are
summarized in Fig. 1~a!. The z axis defines the polyimide
rubbing direction and the average layer normal. When
x-ray-scattering angle is fixed at the Bragg reflection of
layers,u scans rotate the sample about thex axis and probe
angular variations of the layer normal along they axis. Like-
wise, x scans rotate the sample about they axis and probe
layer-normal variations along thex axis.

In these cells, field-induced molecular tilting leads
layer buckling, which is manifest as an angular splitting
the Bragg reflection along ax scan. At the lowest fields
~minimal or zero buckling! a single peak is centered atx50°.
At higher fields the layer planes become sharply kinked@Fig.
1~a!#, with two distinct normals at an angular offset to thez
axis. The latter case is the soliton limit@7,8#. The x depen-
dence of the scattered x-ray intensity corresponding to th
limits is shown in Fig. 1~b!. The existence of a soliton laye
distortion is implied in the high-field (E514 V/mm) data by
the intensity atx50°, which is near background, i.e., a ve
small fraction of the smectic director parallel to thez axis.
The angular offset of the buckled-layer planes from thez
axis at this field is approximately 10°.u scans reveal the
angular distribution of the layer normal in they direction. A
sharp peak atu50° in the inset of Fig. 1~b! implies confine-
ment of the smectic director in thexz plane, which persists a
all values of E. Polarized optical microscopy and optic
diffraction show that the buckling period in thex direction is
L54 mm, independent ofE.

The evolution of thex scattering was measured forE
51, 2, 3, 4, 5.5, 7, 8.5, 10, 12, and 14 V/mm. The results are
shown in Fig. 2 for selected values ofE. A continuous sepa-
ration of the peaks is evident, along with a decrease in
scattering atx50°. Except at the highest fields, the scatter
intensity atx50° exceeds that expected from a simple ov
lap of the two separatex peaks. This argues against a simp
soliton picture at low fields. Quantitatively, these results r
resent a convolution of the instrumental resolution with
distribution function of the smectic director in thexz plane,
-
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dv8E
2L/2

L/2

dx d„v82v~x!…R~x2v8!

5E
2L/2

L/2

dx R„x2v~x!…. ~1!

Here v(x) is the angle between the local layer normal a
the z axis. The resolution functionR(x2v) includes both
the instrumental resolution and the smectic director mos
ity arising from defects occurring during cell filling and in
tial sample alignment@10#. This mosaicity is significantly
larger than the instrumental resolution and is slightly sam
and field dependent.

These experimental results can be compared with theo
ical predictions for the layer profile. The continuum free e
ergy for layer distortions is

F5E drXB
2 H ]U
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2 F S ]U

]x D 2

1S ]U

]y D 2G J 2

1
K

2 S ]2U

]x2 1
]2U

]y2 D 2C, ~2!

whereU(r ) is the displacement of layers from their equilib
rium position atE50. Under a field, the molecules tilt by a
angle ofU(E) and the equilibrium layer spacing contracts
d(E)5d0cosU(E). The system therefore experiences a di
tive strain ofa512d(E)/d0 . The displacement can then b
written asU(r )5az1u(x,y), where u(x,y) accounts for
deviations from uniform strain. Since layer modulation
observed only along thex direction, we minimizeF over
displacement functions of a single variableu(x). This mini-
mization leads to the Euler-Lagrange equation

l2
]2v

]x2 52
]

]v Fa2 v22
1

8
v4G , ~3!

wherev(x)[]u/]x. This equation is isomorphic to the clas
sical equation of motion for a particle in an inverted quar
potential.
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One solution to this equation was found by Pavel a
Glogarova@11#. They performed the minimization for an in
finite sample with a single deformation~kink! and found the
soliton solution

v~x!5A2a tanhSA2a

2l
xD , ~4!

where l5AK/B. This equation shows that the width of
kink, the region over which the layers bend, isl/Aa. They
then constructed a periodic profile by adding subsequ
kinks at successive half periods. This periodic profile is o
valid when the kink widthl/Aa is much smaller than the
period L. We attempted to fit this periodic profile to th
scattering data in Fig. 2 with three fitting parameters:
lengthl, the straina, and the mosaicityj. It was impossible
to fit the data without using unphysically large values ofl
~;1 mm! @12# or values ofa that disagreed with previou
measurements of the tilt angle@7,9#. Specifically, the Pavel-
Glogarova model was unable to account for the scatte
near x50° for E,12 V/mm, where the kink width is not
much less than the period. These results showed the nee
a general minimization of the free energy in the presence
strain that is valid when the layer curvature is not localiz
in defect or soliton walls.

A general minimization of the free energy was perform
by Singer in another context@13#. His calculation shows tha
the Euler-Lagrange equation has a family of periodic so
tions given by

v~x!5A2az2snSA2az1

2l
xUz2

z1
D , ~5!

where sn(uum) is a Jacobi elliptic function andz6

516A12«. The solutions are indexed by the parameter«,
the particle energy in the classical analogy scaled so
0,«,1. In the limit«→0, the buckling pattern is sinusoida
In the opposite limit«→1, the solution reduces to Eq.~4! and
the pattern has a zigzag or soliton character. The buck
wavelengthL, corresponding to the period of motion in th
mechanical analogy, is related toa and« by

L5lA 32

az1
KS z2

z1
D , ~6!

whereK(m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind
Equation~5! gives the angular profilev(x) of the layer

orientation. The corresponding layer displacement pro
u(x) is the integral ofv(x). These results are expressed
terms of the two parametersa and «. The strain a
512d(E)/d0 is determined by the fieldE; as an approxi-
mation we assumea5CE @14#. The parameter« is deter-
mined implicitly by Eq.~6! in terms of the wavelengthL and
the lengthl. As noted above, optical experiments show th
the wavelength isL54 mm, independent ofE. Thus, for
each value ofE, the theory predictsv(x) andu(x) in terms
of the two parametersC and l. The angular profilev(x),
together with the mosaic functionR(x2v), determines the
x-ray-scattering intensityI (x) for comparison with experi-
ment. Our approach was to perform a nonlinear least-squ
fit to the data forall ten values ofE simultaneously, with
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threefield-independentfitting parameters: the lengthl, the
coefficientC, and the mosaicityj @15#.

The fitting results are shown in Fig. 2. Agreement w
experiment is excellent, keeping in mind that only thr
field-independent parameters are used to fit the entire
set. The first parameter isl5AK/B5199 Å, which is rela-
tively high for SmA materials. However, the elastic constan
K andB are not known for KN125 and this largeK/B ratio
may be responsible for the large electroclinic effect in t
material. The second parameter isC51.3331023

(V/mm)21, which agrees with the valueC51.531023

(V/mm)21 determined from the Bragg wave vector as
function ofE. It is also consistent with optical measuremen
of the tilt angle@7,9#. The third parameter isj54.28°, which
includes the spectrometer resolution~approximately 0.35°!
and agrees with the range of mosaicities~3.7°–4.4°! ob-
served in similar samples. The angular profilesv(x) and
layer displacement profilesu(x) derived from these fits are
shown in Fig. 3. The evolution from a sinusoid at the lowe
field to a soliton profile at higher fields is evident. Note al
the increase in the amplitude of the modulation with incre
ing field.

We point out that this system has a threshold strain for
onset of buckling, which arises because the wavelengthL is
independent ofE. Equation~6! implies that a decrease in th
strain a leads to a decrease in«. At the threshold strain
a threshold5(2pl/L)2, «→0. Fora,a thresholdthere is no pe-
riodic solution to the Euler-Lagrange equation with the fix
wavelengthL. Using the values ofl andC determined from
the fit, the threshold strain is 9.931024, which implies a
threshold field of 0.66 V/mm. This value is less than th

FIG. 3. ~a! Angular profile of smectic director orientation as
function ofE, as determined from analysis of the data in Fig. 2. T
narrowing of the defect or kink region with increasingE is clearly
evident. ~b! Corresponding layer-buckling profile. An evolutio
from a low-amplitude sinusoid at low fields to a high-amplitu
soliton profile at high fields can be seen.
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minimum field of 1 V/mm necessary for smectic directo
alignment and is consistent with the appearance of w
buckling during that procedure. Unfortunately, smaller alig
ment fields are not sufficient to remove focal conic defec
which is necessary for reliable x-ray-scattering data. Si
relaxation of weak layer buckling is very slow in the
samples, data were only analyzed forE>1 V/mm.

Finally, we note that our theory does not address the is
of wavelength selection in layer buckling. Instead, our the
assumes that the layers buckle with a fixed wavelengthL
and derives the resulting buckling profile. In most syste
that exhibit layer buckling, the buckling wavelength depen
on the strain@1–3#. However, in this system, optical exper
ments show that the wavelength is independent ofE and is
approximately twice the cell thickness. This wavelength h
not been explained by any theory based on an equilibr
free energy. The wavelength may be determined by none
librium considerations, such as the past history of the dis
tion @16# or flow patterns@17#. Once the system selects a
initial buckling wavelength through any mechanism, it m
p
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be difficult for the system to change its wavelength in
sponse to changes inE. Any change in wavelength require
a large-scale rearrangement of the layers, which might
come to equilibrium in the experimental time scale. In co
trast, a change in the shape of the layers requires only a l
rearrangement of the molecules, which should reach equ
rium much more quickly. Thus it is reasonable that our eq
librium theory can predict the buckling profile, even if
cannot predict the wavelength.

In conclusion, an investigation of field-induced lay
buckling in chiral SmA liquid crystals has been presente
An analysis of scattered synchrotron x-ray radiation by mi
mization of the free energy in the presence of strain reve
an evolution from a sinusoid to a soliton layer buckling.
description of this evolution requires a full, periodic solutio
of the Euler-Lagrange equation.

We thank J. Naciri for the liquid-crystal sample and N.
Clark and D. M. Walba for helpful discussions. This resea
was supported by the Office of Naval Research.
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